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Scott Gates
Q&A TIP SHEET
1. What was the inspiration for the story?
2. Why did you choose Middleburg, VA as the
setting for your book?
3. What were the key challenges you faced in
writing historical fiction?
4. Tell us about the process for coming up with
the cover.
5. Can you give us some insight into what makes
your main characters Dkyes and Jeb tick?
6. How do you develop your plot and characters?
7. If your book was to be made into a movie, who
are the celebrities that would star in it?
8. What do you hope your readers take away
from this book?
9. Tell us what your publishing journey was like
as a debut author?
10. Are you working on anything at the present?
11. Who is your favorite author and why?
12. What books or authors have most influenced
your writing?
13. What do you like to do when you are not
writing?

“This is a gripping historical
narrative from start to finish, one
that gets down in your bones.”
–Caleb Johnson, author of 2019 honorable
mention Southern Book Prize Treeborne
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"A moving portrayal of the
emotional repercussions of the
Civil War ... The author, with deft
literary restraint, quietly
captures the signs of the war's
wages everywhere."
–-Kirkus Reviews
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Scott Gates
EXCERPT
HE HAD NEVER INTENDED to go to Virginia. Let
alone the South. Before his 26th year, he had
actually never been south of Baltimore. And
that had been a strange trip, now more of a
fog, a collection of daguerreotypes, than a
reasoned memory.
He was young and his mother was ill. She
stayed home with his aunt while he and his
father rode south, to Baltimore. Why, he does
not remember, nor did he ever probably know.
He remembers a low sky framed underneath by
brown chimneys. There was an old wood floor
with wide gaps, and when he
looked up, his father gave him a hard candy. It
was peppermint.
His mother died that winter. And that is all
he knew of the South, or parts south, before
the war. And then he came to know the South
intimately, for better or worse. Its back roads,
swamps, and woodlands. Its wet heat and
bitter cold. He had covered miles and miles on
foot in Mississippi, Louisiana, and Virginia.
Languished during a Georgian summer.
He despised the Deep South.
Yet from his first morning in the Shenandoah,
his first emergence from tent flaps into a vast,
mist-covered valley, he knew this Virginia was
worth returning to.
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